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Abstract

This paper presents and analyzes a search paradigm called Magnetic Particle Swarm
Optimization. This paradigm gives support to two algorithms that combine elements of
the behavior of magnetic dipoles within a framework that includes several elements that
are known to be essential to effective multimodal search. The algorithms are applied to a
variety of functions and their performance is compared with those of a number of related
well-established metaheuristics. In addition to that, convergence and sensitivity analyses
are presented for the first time.

1 Introduction

In this work, we present a detailed analysis
of the search paradigm called Magnetic Particle
Swarm Optimization (MPSO) [1][2]. The paradigm
is described in terms of its two representatives, the
standard MPSO algorithm [1] and the variant called
MPSO with estimation of distribution [2].

The raison d’tre of the MPSO approach is
twofold: 1) to build search tools inspired in el-
ements of the behavior of magnetic dipoles and
2) to define an operation structure in accordance
with features of well-established global optimiz-
ers. Therefore, the proposal gravitates around the
perspective of efficiently performing multimodal
search.

In this work, a detailed comparison between
the algorithms is carried out for a representative set
of benchmark functions and related metaheuristics
(including classical PSO, an electromagnetic strat-
egy and differential-evolution based techniques). It
is important to stress that the presented results in-
clude, for the first time, elements of convergence
and sensitivity analyses.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,
the classical particle swarm optimization approach
is presented, together with an overview of pertinent
extensions. Section 3 presents a metaheuristic in-
spired in electromagnetic theory, more specifically
on the behavior of electrical charges. Section 4
brings the formulation known as differential evolu-
tion, while section 5 discusses the idea of estima-
tion of distribution and section 6 presents a combi-
nation between this idea and differential evolution.
In section 7, the MPSO paradigm is presented and
explained in detail. Section 8 brings the results and
section 9 contains the conclusions and perspectives
for future work.

2 Particle Swarm Optimization

The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algo-
rithm is, essentially, a search methology inspired in
the notion of social adaptation of knowledge. The
technique was developed by Kennedy and Eberhart
in 1995 [3], and, since then, has received a great
deal of attention of the natural computing scientific
community.
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In the context of PSO, each solution to the prob-
lem of interest corresponds to a particle, and each
particle is capable of changing its position in the
search space. The way this movement is performed
is typically determined by a combination of two
terms, one that corresponds to individual knowl-
edge and one that models the cognitive effect of so-
cial interaction. The cost function to be optimized
is used to evaluate the degree of adequacy of a par-
ticle.

In simple terms, a PSO algorithm can be under-
stood in terms of three main stages [4]:

– Evaluate: the particles must have the ability to
sense the environment and to evaluate their own
behavior.

– Compare: a particle must use others as refer-
ences for comparison.

– Imitate: successful behavior of neighbors tends
to influence the history of a particle.

The rationale of these three stages and the manner
whereby they are related are illustrated in Alg. 1, in
which we present a pseudo-code that describes the
implementation of a standard version of the PSO al-
gorithm for a global neighborhood definition [5].

(1)

(2)

Notice that, in (1), c1 and c2 are independent
random numbers that, in general, are uniformly dis-
tributed in the range defined by the interval [0, 2].

After the proposal of the standard PSO algo-
rithm, a number of new proposals were formalized
with the aim of improving different aspects, like
convergence [6]. In the following, we discuss, in
order to give the reader an idea of the development
of the research field, a representative set of exten-
sions.

2.1 Extensions of the Standard PSO

We now present a list of key extensions to the
standard PSO algorithm. The list is far from ex-
haustive, but includes some of the most widespread
methods belonging to the field.

In 1998, Shi and Eberhart [7] proposed the use,
within step 5 of Alg. 1, of an inertia weight ω as a
factor to establish a direct dependence between the
present and the updated velocities:

v = ωv+ c1[pbest −x]+ c2[gbest −x] (3)

being c1 and c2, again, random numbers as
shown in eq. (1). An interesting feature is that
larger values of ω tend to enhance global search /
exploration, whereas smaller values tend to empha-
size local search / exploitation [6].

In 1999, Clerc introduced the PSO with con-
vergence agents [8]. The convergence factor allows
the particles to oscillate around randomly defined
regions related to pbest and gbest , which may lead to
a more efficient exploitation and convergence. The
factor and the resulting algorithm are again modifi-
cations of step 5 of Alg. 1:

CF=
2∣∣∣2−ϕ−
√

ϕ2−4ϕ
∣∣∣
,whereϕ=c1+c2 > 4 (4)

v = CF [v+ c1(pbest −−x)+ c2(gbest −−x)] (5)

with c1 and c2 defined as in eq. (1) and (3). Ex-
perimental results show that, in comparison with
the PSO algorithm with inertia weights, the conver-
gence of the algorithm defined in (5) is significantly
improved [8].

Among other variations of the PSO and related
proposals, we may cite: the idea of Lu and Hou of

Algorithm 1: PSO: 

1)  Initialize a population of particles; 

2) Evaluate the desired optimization function 
at the position given by each particle;  

3)  Compare the evaluation of each particle 
with its last best value (the best value 
obtained so far), called pbest. If current 
value is better than pbest, adopt it as the new 
pbest;  

4)  Compare the current evaluation with the 
best value visited by the entire population, 
called gbest. If the current value is better 
than gbest, adopt it as the new gbest;  

5)  Update the velocity (v) and the position (x) 
of the particle according to equations (1) 
and (2), respectively: 

v ← v + c1 [pbest - x]+c2 [gbest - x] (1) 

x ← x+ v (2) 

6)  Return to step 2) until a stopping criterion 
is met. 

 
Algorithm 2: Differential Evolution 

1) generate N points as initial population 

2) while stopping condition is not true do 

3) for each point i do 

 3.1) randomly select point xd such that f(xd) 
≥ f(xi) 

 3.2) randomly select two points, xa and xb 

u = (F + 0.5) ∗ x� + (F − 0.5) ∗ x� + F ∗
�x� − x�� (9) 

 3.3) for each dimension j do 

   if rand() > pr 

    P� = u� 

   else 

    P� = x�� 

 3.4) if f(P) is better than f(xi) 

  add P to the new population 

 else 

   add xi to the new population 

 
 

Algorithm 3: Estimation of Distribution 
Algorithm 

1) randomly generate N individuals over the 
search space 

2) while stopping condition is not true do 

 2.1) evaluate population  

 2.2) select M promising solutions. 

 2.3) build a probabilistic model from the M 
    selected individuals. 

 2.4) generate new solutions according to the  
    probabilistic model. 

 
Algorithm 4: DE / EDA 

1) randomly generate N individuals over the  
 search space 

2) while the stopping condition is not true do 

 2.1) evaluate population  

 2.2) select M promising solutions. 

 2.3) build a probabilistic model Prob(µ,σ)  
    from the M selected individuals. 

 2.4) for each individual i do 

 2.4.1)  randomly select point xd such that  
   f(xd) ≥ f(xi) 

 2.4.2) randomly select two points  
   xa and xb 

 2.4.3) for each dimension j do 

   if rand() > L 

P� = 
�x�� +  x�

����  +  F ∗ �x�
� −  x�� +  x�

� −  x�
��

 (10) 
     else 

P� = Prob(μ�, σ�) 

 2.5) if f(P) is better than f(xi) 

     add P to the new population 

    else 

      add xi to the new population 
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In the context of PSO, each solution to the prob-
lem of interest corresponds to a particle, and each
particle is capable of changing its position in the
search space. The way this movement is performed
is typically determined by a combination of two
terms, one that corresponds to individual knowl-
edge and one that models the cognitive effect of so-
cial interaction. The cost function to be optimized
is used to evaluate the degree of adequacy of a par-
ticle.

In simple terms, a PSO algorithm can be under-
stood in terms of three main stages [4]:

– Evaluate: the particles must have the ability to
sense the environment and to evaluate their own
behavior.

– Compare: a particle must use others as refer-
ences for comparison.

– Imitate: successful behavior of neighbors tends
to influence the history of a particle.

The rationale of these three stages and the manner
whereby they are related are illustrated in Alg. 1, in
which we present a pseudo-code that describes the
implementation of a standard version of the PSO al-
gorithm for a global neighborhood definition [5].

(1)

(2)

Notice that, in (1), c1 and c2 are independent
random numbers that, in general, are uniformly dis-
tributed in the range defined by the interval [0, 2].

After the proposal of the standard PSO algo-
rithm, a number of new proposals were formalized
with the aim of improving different aspects, like
convergence [6]. In the following, we discuss, in
order to give the reader an idea of the development
of the research field, a representative set of exten-
sions.

2.1 Extensions of the Standard PSO

We now present a list of key extensions to the
standard PSO algorithm. The list is far from ex-
haustive, but includes some of the most widespread
methods belonging to the field.

In 1998, Shi and Eberhart [7] proposed the use,
within step 5 of Alg. 1, of an inertia weight ω as a
factor to establish a direct dependence between the
present and the updated velocities:

v = ωv+ c1[pbest −x]+ c2[gbest −x] (3)

being c1 and c2, again, random numbers as
shown in eq. (1). An interesting feature is that
larger values of ω tend to enhance global search /
exploration, whereas smaller values tend to empha-
size local search / exploitation [6].

In 1999, Clerc introduced the PSO with con-
vergence agents [8]. The convergence factor allows
the particles to oscillate around randomly defined
regions related to pbest and gbest , which may lead to
a more efficient exploitation and convergence. The
factor and the resulting algorithm are again modifi-
cations of step 5 of Alg. 1:

CF=
2∣∣∣2−ϕ−
√

ϕ2−4ϕ
∣∣∣
,whereϕ=c1+c2 > 4 (4)

v = CF [v+ c1(pbest −−x)+ c2(gbest −−x)] (5)

with c1 and c2 defined as in eq. (1) and (3). Ex-
perimental results show that, in comparison with
the PSO algorithm with inertia weights, the conver-
gence of the algorithm defined in (5) is significantly
improved [8].

Among other variations of the PSO and related
proposals, we may cite: the idea of Lu and Hou of
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introducing auto-adaptation [9]; the operator of dif-
ferential evolution of Zhang and Xie [10]; the use
of Kalman filtering in [11]; the nonlinear dynamical
elements exposed in [12] and the use of the concept
of natural selection [13]. Finally, it is important to
remark that a more systematic view can be found,
for instance, in the taxonomy of PSO elaborated by
Sedighizadeh and Masehian [14].

3 Meta-Heuristics Inspired in Elec-
tromagnetic Theory

Electromagnetic theory is a vast corpus that
models, inter alia, the mechanisms underlying
charge attraction and repulsion. The algorithm de-
scribed in this section, proposed in [15], can be un-
derstood as an application of this theory to the prob-
lem of function optimization.

Basically, each solution to a given problem pos-
sesses an associated value - which is defined by
evaluating the cost function at the point in question
– responsible for defining a sort of “hierarchy” with
respect to charge values. This measure determines
the forces acting on each relevant point in terms of
a version of Coulomb’s law [16], allowing the al-
gorithm to calculate the resultant force, which indi-
cates the direction in which the particle will move.

The algorithm starts by randomly distributing m
points in the search space, with n dimensions. Then,
it evaluates the cost function for each point, being
the best solution stored [15]. In the next step, the
algorithm defines, for each point, the direction of
motion. Finally, the particles move and process is
repeated.

The charge of each point i, qi, determines its
capacity of attraction and repulsion. It is calculated
using the following expression:

qi=exp

(
−n

f
(
xi
)
−f

(
xbest

)

∑m
k=1 (f(xk)−f(xbest))

)
, ∀i (6)

Note, in eq. (6), that the point with the best
cost has the greatest influence over the others. The
charge value receives no signal, and the vector ori-
entation of the force is defined according to eq. (7),
which, as already stated, is based on Coulomb’s
law:

Fi=
m

∑
j?i



(
xj−xi

) qiqj

‖xj−xi‖2 , if f
(
xj
)
<f

(
xi
)

(xi−xj) qiqj

‖xj−xi‖2 , if f(xj)?f(xi)


, ∀i

(7)

The point with the largest (best) cost attracts
points with lower values: consequently, the best
point attracts all others and the worst point repels
them.

The i-th point is moved according to the direc-
tion determined by the resultant force, with a ran-
dom step-size uniformly distributed between 0 and
1. The step size is bounded by uk and lk, which are,
respectively upper and lower bounds:

xi
k=




xi
k+λ Fi

k
|Fi|

(
uk−xi

k

)
, if Fi

k>0

xi
k+λ Fi

k
|Fi|

(
xi

k−lk
)
, otherwise

, (8)

where k=1,2, ..,n.

Like PSO, in this metaheuristic, each individual
represents a candidate solution, and the population
as a whole evolves according to a sort of accumu-
lated collective knowledge. A more detailed de-
scription of the algorithm can be found in [15], [17].

4 Differential Evolution

The differential evolution (DE) algorithm was
developed by Storn and Price in 1995 [18]. The al-
gorithm starts with the random generation of points
in the search space, being each point an individual
of a population of solutions to the problem at hand
[19]. The population size is a free parameter of the
algorithm.

After spreading the individuals over the search
space, three individuals are randomly selected. One
must have fitness higher than or necessarily equal
to that of the current point. These four points, the
current and three selected ones, generate a new in-
dividual by means of crossover, which is modeled
in eq. (9) of Alg. 2 [19].

The next step is mutation, which combines the
new and the current individual in accordance with a
given probability, which is also a parameter of the
algorithm. Finally, the value of the cost function
for this final individual is calculated: if it is better
than that of the original individual, it acquires the
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right of composing the next generation; otherwise,
the current individual is kept.

An implementation of the algorithm is shown in
Alg. 2.

(9)

In the above code, pr is probability of recombi-
nation, N is the population size and F is a factor that
controls the amplification of differential variations.

According to [20], eq. (9) provides an increased
balance between exploitation and exploration.

5 Estimation of Distribution Algo-
rithm

The Estimation of Distribution Algorithm
(EDA), also known as Probabilistic Model Building
Genetic Algorithm (PMBGA) [21], is characterized
by being capable of detecting patterns of evolution
in the population through the application of proba-
bilistic models. As usual, each individual represents
a candidate solution [22], and the initial population
is, in general, randomly generated.

After the algorithm evaluates the cost function
at each point of the population, a sample is obtained

by selecting a subset of promising points. A prob-
abilistic model is then applied to this sample in or-
der that promising areas be estimated to guide the
generation of new sample points. The following
pseudo-code describes in a systematic way the op-
eration of the algorithm.

In the above code, N is the population size and
M is the number of individuals selected to generate
the probabilistic model.

In this algorithm, it is possible to modify both
the number of selected individuals and the way this
selection occurs. Distinct possibilities related to the
latter aspect give rise to a number of solutions:

– Factorized Distribution Algorithm (FDA) [23]

– Bayesian Optimization Algorithm (BOA) [24]

– Univariate Marginal Distribution Algorithm
(UMDA) [25]

– Population-Based Incremental Learning (PBIL)
[26]

– Mutual information maximization for input
clustering algorithm (MIMIC) [27]

Information on the general characteristics of the
solutions can facilitate the choice of the probability
model. Other important factors are the complexity
of the employed model, the overall computational
cost of processing and the question of storage.

6 DE / EDA Algorithm

In order to aggregate information obtained by
the EDA and global differential information ob-

Algorithm 1: PSO: 

1)  Initialize a population of particles; 

2) Evaluate the desired optimization function 
at the position given by each particle;  

3)  Compare the evaluation of each particle 
with its last best value (the best value 
obtained so far), called pbest. If current 
value is better than pbest, adopt it as the new 
pbest;  

4)  Compare the current evaluation with the 
best value visited by the entire population, 
called gbest. If the current value is better 
than gbest, adopt it as the new gbest;  

5)  Update the velocity (v) and the position (x) 
of the particle according to equations (1) 
and (2), respectively: 

v ← v + c1 [pbest - x]+c2 [gbest - x] (1) 

x ← x+ v (2) 

6)  Return to step 2) until a stopping criterion 
is met. 

 
Algorithm 2: Differential Evolution 

1) generate N points as initial population 

2) while stopping condition is not true do 

3) for each point i do 

 3.1) randomly select point xd such that f(xd) 
≥ f(xi) 

 3.2) randomly select two points, xa and xb 

u = (F + 0.5) ∗ x� + (F − 0.5) ∗ x� + F ∗
�x� − x�� (9) 

 3.3) for each dimension j do 

   if rand() > pr 

    P� = u� 

   else 

    P� = x�� 

 3.4) if f(P) is better than f(xi) 

  add P to the new population 

 else 

   add xi to the new population 

 
 

Algorithm 3: Estimation of Distribution 
Algorithm 

1) randomly generate N individuals over the 
search space 

2) while stopping condition is not true do 

 2.1) evaluate population  

 2.2) select M promising solutions. 

 2.3) build a probabilistic model from the M 
    selected individuals. 

 2.4) generate new solutions according to the  
    probabilistic model. 

 
Algorithm 4: DE / EDA 

1) randomly generate N individuals over the  
 search space 

2) while the stopping condition is not true do 

 2.1) evaluate population  

 2.2) select M promising solutions. 

 2.3) build a probabilistic model Prob(µ,σ)  
    from the M selected individuals. 

 2.4) for each individual i do 

 2.4.1)  randomly select point xd such that  
   f(xd) ≥ f(xi) 

 2.4.2) randomly select two points  
   xa and xb 

 2.4.3) for each dimension j do 

   if rand() > L 

P� = 
�x�� +  x�

����  +  F ∗ �x�
� −  x�� +  x�

� −  x�
��

 (10) 
     else 

P� = Prob(μ�, σ�) 

 2.5) if f(P) is better than f(xi) 

     add P to the new population 

    else 

      add xi to the new population 
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3)  Compare the evaluation of each particle 
with its last best value (the best value 
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Algorithm 4: DE / EDA 

1) randomly generate N individuals over the  
 search space 

2) while the stopping condition is not true do 

 2.1) evaluate population  

 2.2) select M promising solutions. 

 2.3) build a probabilistic model Prob(µ,σ)  
    from the M selected individuals. 

 2.4) for each individual i do 

 2.4.1)  randomly select point xd such that  
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� −  x�
��

 (10) 
     else 

P� = Prob(μ�, σ�) 
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      add xi to the new population 
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right of composing the next generation; otherwise,
the current individual is kept.

An implementation of the algorithm is shown in
Alg. 2.

(9)

In the above code, pr is probability of recombi-
nation, N is the population size and F is a factor that
controls the amplification of differential variations.

According to [20], eq. (9) provides an increased
balance between exploitation and exploration.

5 Estimation of Distribution Algo-
rithm

The Estimation of Distribution Algorithm
(EDA), also known as Probabilistic Model Building
Genetic Algorithm (PMBGA) [21], is characterized
by being capable of detecting patterns of evolution
in the population through the application of proba-
bilistic models. As usual, each individual represents
a candidate solution [22], and the initial population
is, in general, randomly generated.

After the algorithm evaluates the cost function
at each point of the population, a sample is obtained

by selecting a subset of promising points. A prob-
abilistic model is then applied to this sample in or-
der that promising areas be estimated to guide the
generation of new sample points. The following
pseudo-code describes in a systematic way the op-
eration of the algorithm.

In the above code, N is the population size and
M is the number of individuals selected to generate
the probabilistic model.

In this algorithm, it is possible to modify both
the number of selected individuals and the way this
selection occurs. Distinct possibilities related to the
latter aspect give rise to a number of solutions:

– Factorized Distribution Algorithm (FDA) [23]

– Bayesian Optimization Algorithm (BOA) [24]

– Univariate Marginal Distribution Algorithm
(UMDA) [25]

– Population-Based Incremental Learning (PBIL)
[26]

– Mutual information maximization for input
clustering algorithm (MIMIC) [27]

Information on the general characteristics of the
solutions can facilitate the choice of the probability
model. Other important factors are the complexity
of the employed model, the overall computational
cost of processing and the question of storage.

6 DE / EDA Algorithm

In order to aggregate information obtained by
the EDA and global differential information ob-
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tained by DE, an attempt of combining them into
a single method – the DE / EDA [19] - was devel-
oped. The main features of this method are exposed
with the aid of the pseudo-code shown in Alg. 4.

(10)

In the above code, Prob(,σ) represents the prob-
ability distribution model and L is used to balance
the contributions from the global information and
the differential information.

7 Magnetic Particle Swarm Opti-
mization

After having presented a number of approaches
that are relevant as historical milestones and that
will also play a key role as benchmarks, in this sec-
tion, we reach the contribution that motivates this

work: the Magnetic Particle Swarm Optimization
(MPSO) algorithm [1]. We will start our discussion
from an analysis of the motivation underlying the
proposal.

7.1 Motivation

The physical motivation of the proposed
method lies in certain elements of the behavior of
magnetic dipoles1. The aim, as will be discussed in
the following, is to seek elements potentially capa-
ble of improving the exploration carried out by the
algorithm [1].

In a certain sense, the MPSO is an attempt
to bring together “good” features of certain meta-
heuristics, not from the nave standpoint of building
a “method of methods”, an idea clearly in conflict
with the essence of no free lunch theorems [28], but
simply to reach a modus operandi suitable to deal
with complex multimodal optimization tasks. Some
features taken into account were:

– Populational character.

– Existence of a radius of influence for an individ-
ual.

– Balance between exploration and exploitaition.

– Iterativeness and memory.

These features are part of strategies belonging
to a wide range of approaches: PSO, genetic al-
gorithms, artificial immune systems, ant colony ap-
proaches etc.

7.2 The Algorithm

The MPSO starts by distributing the particles
uniformly along the search space and calculating
the radius of the repulsion region of each of them [1,
2]. The maximum and minimum bounds associated
with these radii are calculated based on the num-
ber of particles and the size of the effective search
space. The minimum radius is typically set as the
thousandth part of the maximum radius, this (non-
mandatory) choice having been supported by some
empirical analyses.

1Eventually, the dipoles might be referred to as “charges” or “particles”, without, however, any subjacent allusion to the concept
of magnetic monopole.

Algorithm 1: PSO: 

1)  Initialize a population of particles; 

2) Evaluate the desired optimization function 
at the position given by each particle;  

3)  Compare the evaluation of each particle 
with its last best value (the best value 
obtained so far), called pbest. If current 
value is better than pbest, adopt it as the new 
pbest;  

4)  Compare the current evaluation with the 
best value visited by the entire population, 
called gbest. If the current value is better 
than gbest, adopt it as the new gbest;  

5)  Update the velocity (v) and the position (x) 
of the particle according to equations (1) 
and (2), respectively: 

v ← v + c1 [pbest - x]+c2 [gbest - x] (1) 

x ← x+ v (2) 

6)  Return to step 2) until a stopping criterion 
is met. 

 
Algorithm 2: Differential Evolution 

1) generate N points as initial population 

2) while stopping condition is not true do 

3) for each point i do 

 3.1) randomly select point xd such that f(xd) 
≥ f(xi) 

 3.2) randomly select two points, xa and xb 

u = (F + 0.5) ∗ x� + (F − 0.5) ∗ x� + F ∗
�x� − x�� (9) 

 3.3) for each dimension j do 

   if rand() > pr 

    P� = u� 

   else 

    P� = x�� 

 3.4) if f(P) is better than f(xi) 

  add P to the new population 

 else 

   add xi to the new population 

 
 

Algorithm 3: Estimation of Distribution 
Algorithm 

1) randomly generate N individuals over the 
search space 

2) while stopping condition is not true do 

 2.1) evaluate population  

 2.2) select M promising solutions. 

 2.3) build a probabilistic model from the M 
    selected individuals. 

 2.4) generate new solutions according to the  
    probabilistic model. 

 
Algorithm 4: DE / EDA 

1) randomly generate N individuals over the  
 search space 

2) while the stopping condition is not true do 

 2.1) evaluate population  

 2.2) select M promising solutions. 

 2.3) build a probabilistic model Prob(µ,σ)  
    from the M selected individuals. 

 2.4) for each individual i do 

 2.4.1)  randomly select point xd such that  
   f(xd) ≥ f(xi) 

 2.4.2) randomly select two points  
   xa and xb 

 2.4.3) for each dimension j do 

   if rand() > L 

P� = 
�x�� +  x�

����  +  F ∗ �x�
� −  x�� +  x�

� −  x�
��

 (10) 
     else 

P� = Prob(μ�, σ�) 

 2.5) if f(P) is better than f(xi) 

     add P to the new population 

    else 

      add xi to the new population 
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The repulsion region has the relevant role of
preventing the particles from becoming excessively
close to one another. Nothing happens when there
is an intersection exclusively between regions, but,
when a particle invades another’s repulsion region,
the worst of them (in terms of the cost function)
is removed therefrom. The size of each repulsion
region is calculated during execution (obeying the
aforementioned bounds) in terms of cost values:
when a particle has its cost improved, its repulsion
region increases, decreasing otherwise. Initially, the
particles move according to equations (11), (12) and
(13), three points being generated per iteration:

Paux1k = Pi
k +λi

k RepRegioni (11)

Paux2 = Pi +λ Pi (12)

Paux3 = Pi + λ RepRegioni (13)

where k = 1,. . . , n and i=1,. . . , m, being n the
number of dimensions and m the population size.
RepRegioni is the repulsion region of particle i, λ
is a random number belonging to [-1,1], and λk

i is
calculated for each dimension n.

When a better solution is found, the particle
stores it and the direction along which it has moved.
In the subsequent step, the algorithm generates the
new point on this line. If the generated point is
worse than the current solution, two perpendicu-
lar points are studied. The best of these points
can be adopted if it is better than the current point,
and, in this case, the perpendicular line will also be
adopted. If any point along the perpendicular line is
better than the current solution, the particle “loses
the direction” and the new point is randomly gener-
ated in the repulsion region. In this case, there is a
decrease in the repulsion region until the algorithm
finds a better point than the current one.

If the particle does not find better points, the ra-
dius of the repulsion region associated therewith is
decreased until the minimum value is reached. As
mentioned earlier, if a particle enters another parti-
cle’s region, the particle with lowest cost value will
be taken away along the line associated with the bet-
ter particle. The size of this position change must be
enough to place the particle outside the repulsion
region.

On the other hand, if the best particle has no di-
rection to follow, the worst particle uses its own di-
rection, with a proper step size, to leave the region.

If neither has an associated direction, the worst par-
ticle will be sent towards the best particle. There
ideas are clarified and detailed with the aid of Alg.
5.

Let us now consider in more detail each func-
tion present in the above pseudo-code.

Initialize()

This function distributes the particles in the space
of feasible solutions in accordance with a uniform
distribution, and calculates the upper and the lower
bounds of the repulsion regions. The upper bound
of the repulsion region (ubrr) is:

ubrrk=

(
uk−lk

)

2
(m

n

) (14)

being uk the upper bound of the search space in
dimension k, and lk the lower bound of the search
space in dimension k, n the number of dimensions,
k =1, . . . , n, and m the number of particles. The
lower bound of the repulsion region (lbrr) is:

lbrrk = 0.001 ubrrk (15)

Move particles()

for each particle do

if(particle has a direction)

generate one point in this direction

if( the new point is better)

store this point

increase in 10% the repulsion region limited by
ubrr

else

generate two perpendicular points

if(the best of them is better than current point)

 
Algorithm 5: Magnetic Particle Swarm 
           Algorithm  

initialize() 

while termination criteria are not satisfied do 

 Move particles() 

 Verify confronts() 

end while 
 

 
Algorithm 6: Magnetic Particle Swarm 
           Algorithm (with estimation of 
           distribution) 

initialize() 
while termination criteria are not satisfied do 
 Move particles() 
 Verify confronts() 
 if (cycles are multiple of T) 
Estimation of Distribution () 
 end if 
end while 
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The repulsion region has the relevant role of
preventing the particles from becoming excessively
close to one another. Nothing happens when there
is an intersection exclusively between regions, but,
when a particle invades another’s repulsion region,
the worst of them (in terms of the cost function)
is removed therefrom. The size of each repulsion
region is calculated during execution (obeying the
aforementioned bounds) in terms of cost values:
when a particle has its cost improved, its repulsion
region increases, decreasing otherwise. Initially, the
particles move according to equations (11), (12) and
(13), three points being generated per iteration:

Paux1k = Pi
k +λi

k RepRegioni (11)

Paux2 = Pi +λ Pi (12)

Paux3 = Pi + λ RepRegioni (13)

where k = 1,. . . , n and i=1,. . . , m, being n the
number of dimensions and m the population size.
RepRegioni is the repulsion region of particle i, λ
is a random number belonging to [-1,1], and λk

i is
calculated for each dimension n.

When a better solution is found, the particle
stores it and the direction along which it has moved.
In the subsequent step, the algorithm generates the
new point on this line. If the generated point is
worse than the current solution, two perpendicu-
lar points are studied. The best of these points
can be adopted if it is better than the current point,
and, in this case, the perpendicular line will also be
adopted. If any point along the perpendicular line is
better than the current solution, the particle “loses
the direction” and the new point is randomly gener-
ated in the repulsion region. In this case, there is a
decrease in the repulsion region until the algorithm
finds a better point than the current one.

If the particle does not find better points, the ra-
dius of the repulsion region associated therewith is
decreased until the minimum value is reached. As
mentioned earlier, if a particle enters another parti-
cle’s region, the particle with lowest cost value will
be taken away along the line associated with the bet-
ter particle. The size of this position change must be
enough to place the particle outside the repulsion
region.

On the other hand, if the best particle has no di-
rection to follow, the worst particle uses its own di-
rection, with a proper step size, to leave the region.

If neither has an associated direction, the worst par-
ticle will be sent towards the best particle. There
ideas are clarified and detailed with the aid of Alg.
5.

Let us now consider in more detail each func-
tion present in the above pseudo-code.

Initialize()

This function distributes the particles in the space
of feasible solutions in accordance with a uniform
distribution, and calculates the upper and the lower
bounds of the repulsion regions. The upper bound
of the repulsion region (ubrr) is:

ubrrk=

(
uk−lk

)

2
(m

n

) (14)

being uk the upper bound of the search space in
dimension k, and lk the lower bound of the search
space in dimension k, n the number of dimensions,
k =1, . . . , n, and m the number of particles. The
lower bound of the repulsion region (lbrr) is:

lbrrk = 0.001 ubrrk (15)

Move particles()

for each particle do

if(particle has a direction)

generate one point in this direction

if( the new point is better)

store this point

increase in 10% the repulsion region limited by
ubrr

else

generate two perpendicular points

if(the best of them is better than current point)
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store the best of them and its direction

else

lose direction

end if

end if

else

generate three points using eqs.(11)(12)(13)

if( the best generated point is better than the cur-
rent point)

store the best generated point and its direction

else

if( never had a direction)

store best generated point

else

decrease in 1% the repulsion region limited by
lbrr

end if

end if

end if

end for

Verify confronts ()

for each particle pair do

if(distance between pair is less than the largest
repulsion region)

if(the better particle has a direction)

move the worse particle in this direction

else

if(the worse particle has a direction)

move it in this direction

else

move the worse particle in the direction of the
best particle.

end if

end if

end if

end for

7.3 Magnetic Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion with Estimation of Distribution

The promising behavior of the MPSO in a num-
ber of tests described in [1] led to the proposal of
a variant: the MPSO with estimation of distribu-
tion [2]. The motivation was essentially to include
a step of estimation of distribution to increase the
ability of the algorithm in finding promising search
patterns from the information contained in the pop-
ulation [2].

The estimation step is periodically applied in
order to generate a number of individuals that re-
place the worst representatives of the population.
An improvement in terms of both exploration and
convergence is thus expected.

The function Estimation of Distribution, which
forms the core of the variant, is detailed in the fol-
lowing:

Estimation of Distribution ()

using all particles, calculate the mean and standard
deviation for each dimension.

generate K new particles with a normal distribution.

include these K new particles in the population, re-
placing the K worst particles.

Select the M best particles.

8 Experiments and Results

To analyze the performance of the MPSO algo-
rithm and of the MPSO with estimation of distribu-
tion, bases for comparison were established, for a
set of representative benchmark functions, with the

 
Algorithm 5: Magnetic Particle Swarm 
           Algorithm  

initialize() 

while termination criteria are not satisfied do 

 Move particles() 

 Verify confronts() 

end while 
 

 
Algorithm 6: Magnetic Particle Swarm 
           Algorithm (with estimation of 
           distribution) 

initialize() 
while termination criteria are not satisfied do 
 Move particles() 
 Verify confronts() 
 if (cycles are multiple of T) 
Estimation of Distribution () 
 end if 
end while 
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following methods: the PSO algorithm (vide sec-
tion 2), an electromagnetic algorithm (vide section
3) and DE with estimation of distribution (vide sec-
tions 5 and 6). The employed cost functions will
now be discussed in detail.

8.1 Cost Functions

All algorithms were tested in the context of
eight optimization problems defined by cost func-
tions with distinct characteristics, all of them well-
known in the literature [29].

1) Sphere Function

f (x) =
n

∑
i=1

x2
i , (16)

where x∈ [-100,100]n. The global minimum is
located at x*=[0,0,. . . ,0].

2) Rosenbrock Function

f (x) =
n−1

∑
i=1

100(xi+1 − x2
i )

2
+(xi −1)2, (17)

where x ∈ [-30,30]n and the global optimum is
x*=[1,1,. . . ,1].

3) Griewank Function

f (x) = 1+0.00025
n

∑
i=1

x2
i −

n

∏
i=1

cos
xi√

i
, (18)

where x ∈ [-600,600]n. The global optimum is
x*=[0,0,. . . ,0].

4) Rastrigin Function

f (x) = 10n+
n

∑
i=1

[
x2

i −10cos(2πxi)
]
, (19)

where x ∈ [-5.12, 5.12]n and the global opti-
mum is x*=[0,0,. . . ,0].

5) Salomon Function

f (x) = 1−cos

(
2π

√
n

∑
i=1

x2
i

)
+0.1

√
n

∑
i=1

x2
i , (20)

where x ∈ [-100,100]n and the optimum is
x*=[0,0,. . . ,0].

6) Schwefel Function

f (x) =−
n

∑
i=1

xisin
√

|xi| , (21)

where x ∈ [-500,500]n and the global optimum
is x*=[420.97,. . . ,420.97].

7) Levy Function

f (x) = sin2 (πy1)+

∑n−1
i=1

[
(yi −1)2 (1+10sin2 (πyi +1)

)]
+

(yn −1)2 (10sin2 (2πyn)
)
, (22)

where yi = 1+ (xi−1)
4 , x ∈ [-10,10]n and the global

optimum is x*=[1,1,. . . ,1].

8) F1 Function

f (x) =
n

∑
i=1

|xi − i|, (23)

where x ∈ [-100, n+1]n and the global optimum
is x*=[1,2,. . . ,n].

The obtained results will now be exposed and
discussed. It is important to highlight that they in-
clude tests shown in this work for the first time, like
analysis the number of particles shown in Tab. II.

8.2 Results

In the experiments, all the selected algorithms
have their performances compared with those of
both versions of the MPSO algorithm. To allow
proper bases for comparison, all methods made use
of 30 particles (individuals), one per dimension, and
were allowed 1.000.000 (one million) cost function
evaluations. Similar settings were established for
analogous methods, and all parameters were chosen
in accordance with several preliminary tests. All al-
gorithms were run 30 times for each case, and the
mean and standard deviation of the attained costs
were calculated.

The PSO used c1 = 0.5 and c2 = 0.2 for all func-
tions. The DE / EDA algorithm used a normal dis-
tribution and balance of contribution L = 50%, size
of population = 30 and scaling factor F=0.6 for all
functions. The MPSO with ED executed the ED

(22)
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following methods: the PSO algorithm (vide sec-
tion 2), an electromagnetic algorithm (vide section
3) and DE with estimation of distribution (vide sec-
tions 5 and 6). The employed cost functions will
now be discussed in detail.

8.1 Cost Functions

All algorithms were tested in the context of
eight optimization problems defined by cost func-
tions with distinct characteristics, all of them well-
known in the literature [29].

1) Sphere Function
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4) Rastrigin Function
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]
, (19)

where x ∈ [-5.12, 5.12]n and the global opti-
mum is x*=[0,0,. . . ,0].

5) Salomon Function

f (x) = 1−cos
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2π
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i=1
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+0.1

√
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where x ∈ [-100,100]n and the optimum is
x*=[0,0,. . . ,0].

6) Schwefel Function

f (x) =−
n

∑
i=1

xisin
√

|xi| , (21)

where x ∈ [-500,500]n and the global optimum
is x*=[420.97,. . . ,420.97].

7) Levy Function

f (x) = sin2 (πy1)+

∑n−1
i=1

[
(yi −1)2 (1+10sin2 (πyi +1)

)]
+

(yn −1)2 (10sin2 (2πyn)
)
, (22)

where yi = 1+ (xi−1)
4 , x ∈ [-10,10]n and the global

optimum is x*=[1,1,. . . ,1].

8) F1 Function

f (x) =
n

∑
i=1

|xi − i|, (23)

where x ∈ [-100, n+1]n and the global optimum
is x*=[1,2,. . . ,n].

The obtained results will now be exposed and
discussed. It is important to highlight that they in-
clude tests shown in this work for the first time, like
analysis the number of particles shown in Tab. II.

8.2 Results

In the experiments, all the selected algorithms
have their performances compared with those of
both versions of the MPSO algorithm. To allow
proper bases for comparison, all methods made use
of 30 particles (individuals), one per dimension, and
were allowed 1.000.000 (one million) cost function
evaluations. Similar settings were established for
analogous methods, and all parameters were chosen
in accordance with several preliminary tests. All al-
gorithms were run 30 times for each case, and the
mean and standard deviation of the attained costs
were calculated.

The PSO used c1 = 0.5 and c2 = 0.2 for all func-
tions. The DE / EDA algorithm used a normal dis-
tribution and balance of contribution L = 50%, size
of population = 30 and scaling factor F=0.6 for all
functions. The MPSO with ED executed the ED
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step every 100 cycles, being the mean and stan-
dard deviation calculated with the best five parti-
cles, and a new particle was generated replacing the
worst current particle. The results are summarized
in Tab. I, being the best performance for each prob-
lem boldfaced.

Note that one of the versions of the MPSO
reaches the best performance for seven out of eight
problems, being the method with estimation of dis-
tribution, in the case of the F1 function, second only
to the DE/EDA. It is interesting to notice that, on the
other hand, the standard MPSO algorithm had a bet-
ter performance for the Salomon cost function. This
seems to suggest that the inclusion of the estimation
of distribution step may have a particularly auspi-
cious effect on the convergence for monomodal sce-
narios.

The set composed of Figs. 1 – 8, shown for the
first time in this work, contains the time evolution of
the cost associated with the best particle and the av-
erage cost of the population for different functions.
In all cases, the behavior is derived from the execu-
tion of the standard MPSO.

image1.jpg

Figure 1. Time evolution - cost associated with the
best particle.
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Figure 2. Time evolution – average cost.
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Figure 3. Time evolution - cost associated with the
best particle.
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Figure 4. Time evolution – average cost.
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Figure 5. Time evolution - cost associated with the
best particle.
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Figure 6. Time evolution – average cost.

 
 
 

 
 
 

TABLE I.  MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION VALUES OF THE BEST COST VALUE – SEARCH SPACE WITH 30 DIMENSIONS.  

Functions 
Algorithms 

Global PSO Eletromagnetic DE/EDA Magnetic Particle 
Swarm 

Magnetic 
Particle Swarm 

with ED
Sphere 0,00 0.02± 0.03 0.26±0.05 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00

Rosenbrock 0,00 28.98± 0.05 83.02±88.95 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00

Griewank 0,00 0.05± 0.08 0.55±0.09 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00

Rastrigin 0,00 0.01± 0.02 45.77±17.59 73.60±8.82 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00

Salomon 0,00 0.10± 0.00 1.38±0.08 0.12+0.04 0.00±0,00 0.09±0.02

Schwefel -12569,49 -9636.83± 
709.21 

-8606.34± 705.50 -10762.50 
±885.11 

-12569.42 ±0.09 -12569.42 ±0.09

Levy 0,00 1.44± 3.12 0.32±0.31 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00

F1 0,00 311.70± 
146.23 

32.26±16.79 0.00±0.00 8.10±1.82 5.91±1.42
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Figure 5: Time evolution - cost associated with the best 
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Table 1. Mean and standard deviation values of the best cost value – Search Space with 30 dimensions.

Functions Algorithms
Global PSO EletromagneticDE/EDA Magnetic

Particle
Swarm

Magnetic
Particle
Swarm
with ED

Sphere 0,00 0.02±
0.03

0.26±0.05 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00

Rosenbrock 0,00 28.98±
0.05

83.02±88.95 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00

Griewank 0,00 0.05±
0.08

0.55±0.09 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00

Rastrigin 0,00 0.01±
0.02

45.77±17.59 73.60±8.82 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00

Salomon 0,00 0.10±
0.00

1.38±0.08 0.12+0.04 0.00±0,00 0.09±0.02

Schwefel -
12569,49

-
9636.83±
709.21

-8606.34±
705.50

-
10762.50
±885.11

-12569.42
±0.09

-
12569.42
±0.09

Levy 0,00 1.44±
3.12

0.32±0.31 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00

F1 0,00 311.70±
146.23

32.26±16.79 0.00±0.00 8.10±1.82 5.91±1.42
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Figure 7. Time evolution - cost associated with the
best particle.
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Figure 8. Time evolution – average cost.

The information contained in these figures can
be straightforwardly interpreted: the convergence
of the best individual is always relatively fast (hav-
ing in view the allowed number of function eval-
uations), and the average cost changes (with more
or less oscillation) in a much slower pace, which
means that population diversity is maintained. This
confirms that the motivations underlying the build-
ing of the method were, to some extent, justified.

In order to bring some elements of a sensitiv-
ity analysis, we analyze the MPSO for the F1 cost
function under different numbers of particles (al-
ways keeping the maximum number of cost evalua-
tions): the results are shown in Tab. II. The choice
of the F1 function is due to the fact that it led to the
worst results for the MPSO in the tests described in
Tab. I.
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Table 1. Mean and standard deviation values of the best cost value – Search Space with 30 dimensions.
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The information contained in these figures can
be straightforwardly interpreted: the convergence
of the best individual is always relatively fast (hav-
ing in view the allowed number of function eval-
uations), and the average cost changes (with more
or less oscillation) in a much slower pace, which
means that population diversity is maintained. This
confirms that the motivations underlying the build-
ing of the method were, to some extent, justified.

In order to bring some elements of a sensitiv-
ity analysis, we analyze the MPSO for the F1 cost
function under different numbers of particles (al-
ways keeping the maximum number of cost evalua-
tions): the results are shown in Tab. II. The choice
of the F1 function is due to the fact that it led to the
worst results for the MPSO in the tests described in
Tab. I.

MAGNETIC PARTICLE . . .

Table 2. Mean and standard deviation values of the best cost value – Search Space with 30 dimensions.

Functions Algorithm – MPSO
Number of Particles

3 5 10 15 60
F1 0,00 64.87±4.71 1.17± 0.93 2.14±0.94 3.22±0.93 15.28±2.71

Table 3. Mean and standard deviation values of the best cost value – Search Space with 30 dimensions.

Functions Algorithm - MPSO - 5 particles
Global Number of function avaliations

1.000.000 2.000.000 3.000.000
F1 0,00 1.17±0.93 0.69± 0.23 0.57±0.09

Table 4. Mean and standard deviation values of the best Cost Value search space with 1000 dimensions.

Functions Algorithm Magnetic Parti-
cle Swarm

DE/EDA

Global Mean ±
Standard
Deviation

Worst Best Mean ±
Standard
Deviation

Worst Best

Sphere 0,00 0.00 ±
0.00

0.00 0.00 1059.74 ±
60.73

1109.73 992.42

Rosenbrock 0,00 0.00 ±
0.00

0.00 0.00 331460.81 ±
42780.31

367249.82 284078.76

Griewank 0,00 0.00 ±
0.00

0.00 0.00 11.45 ± 1.10 12.72 10.73

Rastrigin 0,00 0.00 ±
0.00

0.00 0.00 10337.03 ±
56.98

10372.60 10271.31

Salomon 0,00 0.00 ±
0.00

0.00 0.00 15.55 ± 0.13 15.63 15.40

Schwefel -
418982,9

-418935.53
± 34.95

-
418892.84

-
418982.84

-43622.91 ±
1670.93

-
41694.32

-
44636.23

Levy 0,00 0.03 ±
0.03

0.09 0.00 33.89 ± 2.67 36.30 31.00

F1 0,00 144046.11
± 1657.31

146198.43 14188.01 0.01 ± 0.00 0.02 0.00
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Figure 9: F1 function. 

Note that the standard MPSO reaches the best 
performance for 5 particles, which is rather 

interesting in view of the search space 
dimension. Probably this relatively reduced 
number of particles is related to the monomodal 
character of the F1 function, which is 
illustrated, for a 3D case, in Fig 9. In such a 
case, an increase in the number of particles 
might cause undesired disturbance in the pattern 
of convergence towards the single minimum. 
 
In Tab. III, the results of another sensitivity test 
are shown. Now, the number of cost function 
evaluations is modified, being the other 
parameters kept equal. Once again, the F1 
function is employed. 
 

 

TABLE III.  MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION VALUES OF THE BEST COST VALUE – SEARCH SPACE WITH 30 DIMENSIONS.  

Functions 
Algorithm - MPSO - 5 particles 

Global 
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Note that the standard MPSO reaches the best
performance for 5 particles, which is rather inter-
esting in view of the search space dimension. Prob-
ably this relatively reduced number of particles is
related to the monomodal character of the F1 func-
tion, which is illustrated, for a 3D case, in Fig 9. In
such a case, an increase in the number of particles
might cause undesired disturbance in the pattern of
convergence towards the single minimum.

In Tab. III, the results of another sensitivity test
are shown. Now, the number of cost function eval-
uations is modified, being the other parameters kept
equal. Once again, the F1 function is employed.

Note that an increase in the number of evalu-
ations revealed that there was room for improve-
ment in the performance of the method, although
the excellent performance attained via differential
evolution was not reached. This confirms that the
multimodal search character is predominant for the
structure that characterizes the MPSO algorithms.

The last test was to deal with an elevated num-
ber of dimensions: one thousand. The performance
of the standard MPSO is remarkable: it performed
better that the DE/EDA method in all cases, except,
once more, for F1. This result confirms the potential
of the methodology and the “F1 exception” perhaps
can be directly understood as a corollary to the no
free lunch theorems [28].

9 Conclusion

In this work, we analyzed the novel Magnetic
Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSO) paradigm
by means of the two existing representatives
thereof: the standard MPSO [1] and the variant

called MPSO with estimation of distribution [2].
From a conceptual standpoint, the paradigm com-
bines ideas derived from electromagnetic theory
with general notions belonging to well-established
global optimizers.

The new algorithms were tested for a represen-
tative set of benchmark functions and proved them-
selves to be very promising search tools, particu-
larly in multimodal domains. It should be remarked
that the results presented in this work comprise, for
the first time, elements of convergence and sensitiv-
ity analyses.

Perspectives for future work include performing
a more extensive sensitivity analysis and extending
the scope of comparison both in terms of bench-
mark functions (which may include some examples
of practical applications) and of metaheuristics.
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